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There is a possible Fortune Formula for any goal, 
dream or ambition. A Fortune Formula is the 
physical representation of your wants, needs and 
wishes and is designed to be worn close to your 
heart. We have created formulas that address 
many of life’s common themes.
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Fertility Necklace - 36” chain
FF01-G, FF01-S
cat - depicted as drawing the carriage of Freyja, the 
fertility goddess in Norse mythology.

lotus flower - the lotus flower is the highest symbol 
of fertility in the hindu culture. The lotus represents 
purity of the body, speech, and mind as if floating 
above the muddy waters of attachment and desire.

moonstone - known as the ultimate fertility crystal

moon - goes through different phases relating to 
fertility

chinese symbol - peace

star goddess - associated with the female body

white tassel - light, purity, positive energy

fertility - talisman
#9 - romance and self sacrificing 

Wholesale - $46

Face Your Fears Necklace - 36” chain
FF02-G, FF02-S
courage bar - a reminder to keep you focused and
help get you through whatever scares you

take risks charm - a reminder to seize the
opportunities that come your way

surrender coin - give your self up to the fear and 
go through it, you can do it!

take chances bar - a reminder that you can’t 
accomplish your goals without facing your fears

chinese symbol - clarity

light green tassel - represents mental clarity, 
stability, endurance, and the strength to cope with 
adversity

eagle - symbolizes bravery, power, and freedom

#1 - individualistic, independent, courageous,
and determined

Wholesale - $46
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C Change Necklace - 18” chain
FF03-G, FF03-S
butterfly - symbolizes change and transformation

change/let it go bar - a reminder to let go of the 
trivial and enjoy life and those around you

chinese symbol - energy; it takes positive energy to
make a positive change

green tassel - represents growth and hope

horse - a driving force for change

#5 - energetic, adventurous, daring, and freedom-
loving

Wholesale - $44

Happiness Necklace - 36” chain
FF04-G, FF04-S
double happiness seal - double happiness or joy

smile - a reminder to keep smiling and be happy

happy face - a reminder that positive attitude 

breeds positive energy

heart - symbolizes the center of our emotions

laugh heart - one can’t be sad when laughing

red tassel - represents energy and passion

#3 - tolerant, joyful, optimistic, inspiring, talented, 
jovial, youthful, dynamic

Wholesale - $46
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Love Necklace - 18” chain
FF05-G, FF05-S
horseshoe - represents good luck in your romantic
pursuits and relationships

winged heart - represents your guiding force in 
finding the one your’e supposed to meet

hummingbird - a symbol of love, joy, and beauty
chinese symbol - love

I love me heart - a reminder to love yourself

pink tassel - the color of universal love of oneself 
and of others. Also represents friendship, affection, 
harmony, inner peace, and approachability.

moon and star charm - represents a greater power 
or force that helps bring you closer to the love of 
your life 

cupid - son of the love goddess, Venus, Cupid is the 
god of desire, erotic love, attraction and affection

Wholesale - $44

Good Luck Necklace - 18” chain
FF06-G, FF06-S
four-leaf clover - uncommon variation of the three-
leaved clover. Brings good-luck to their finder.

horn - the Cornicello, Italian for “little horn”, is an
amulet of good luck used to protect the wearer
from the evil-eye curse.

lucky penny - brings protection and good luck
to their finder

turquoise tassel - brings good frotune 

lucky star - in ancient times, it was believed that 
good fortunes were determined by the stars

#7 - wisdom and higher reasoning

Wholesale - $44
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G Grief Necklace - 36” chain
FF07-G, FF07-S
dove - represents peace and calm

let go bar - a reminder to let go of the hurt and to
move past the grief

strength coin - a reminder to be self-aware
of your mental strength

seagull - symbolizes emotional freedom and to 
carry away unwanted feelings

frog - symbolizes cleansing, renewal, and rebirth

black tassel - represents mystery, power, and 
protection from extrenal emotional stress by 
providing comfort

Wholesale - $46

Success Necklace - 36” chain
FF08-G, FF08-S
fortune cookie - a message of good fortune

succeed bar - a reminder to follow your goals and 
dreams

chinese symbol - prosperity

I will do great things bar - a reminder to be
self-aware of your abilities and talents

key - the key to success

dragon - represents excellence, boldness, valiancy,
nobility and heroism

achieve your goals/go for it coin - a reminder 
to not be afraid to accomplish your goals

#4 - disciplined, strong, stable, pragmatic,
down-to-earth, reliable, dependable

Wholesale - $46
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Wisdom Necklace - 24” chain
FF09-G, FF09-S
tree - growth, stability

star - to reach your goals and aspirations

chinese symbol - wisdom

learn coin - to assist with growth

yellow tassel - represents joy, happiness, intellect
and energy 

owl - symbolizes intuition, wisdom, and change
buddha - awakened one or enlightened one 

Wholesale - $44
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Health/Healing Necklace - 36” chain
FF10-G, FF10-S
faith heart- reminder that faith will help you 
through the tough times
crystal - known to carry healing properties and an
aid in meditation
chinese symbol - victory for allowing your heart to 
be vulnerable and open to the healing process
heal pendant - a daily reminder that healing 
takes time
orange tassel - represents encouragement and 
happiness
hope heart - a reminder that things do get better 
and to keep hope in your heart

Wholesale - $46
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Protection Necklace - 18” chain
FF12-G, FF12-S
faith bar - a reminder to keep your faith in your 
beliefs

protect me heart - a reminder to carry protection
through tough situations

evil eye - symbolizes protection from the evil eye 
and wards off negative energies and evil forces

hamsa - a sign of protection that also represents 
blessings, power, strength, and a deflector of the 
evil eye

acorn - is a symbol of good luck and is thought to 
bring protection to one’s house in Nordic mythology

red tassel - represents good luck and power

whale - perceptive to things around them and
embrace the unknown

#12 - protection

Wholesale - $44
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Balance Necklace - 24” chain
FF11-G, FF11-S
tree of life - represents life, slow and steady 
growth

OHM - represents the states of human 
consciousness

chinese symbol - peace/balance

yin yang - continuous change and balance

blue tassel - symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom, 
confidence, intelligence, faith, truth, and heaven

lotus flower - blooms in muddy waters to achieve 
enlightenment

balance coin - serves as a reminder to achieve 
balance

#2 - represents sensitivity 

Wholesale - $46
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